
What if the measure of a life isn’t its focus but its breadth or range? For some of us,
indeed for many of us, God may not intend a laser focus on a single life’s goal, a
single defining identity for which the world might know us. Oh, sure, being the first
to run a sub-four-minute mile, plant a flag at Antarctica, or confirm the existence of
a quark might look good on one’s headstone. Or not. What, after all, is a quark?
And aren’t racers running the mile so much faster today that four minutes a mile is
quite slow? That’s not to say that being good at something, being the first to do
something, or at least being the best at something that one can possibly be isn’t a
good goal. Goals are great, especially when they are laudable goals, meaning that
they benefit others directly, like curing a dread disease, or inspire others in positive
directions. Listen carefully for God’s call on your life, and then pursue it with
passion and vigor.

But don’t worry if you don’t sense
that singular call, the sort of thing
that defines you in one dimension to
and for others. God may be calling
you for breadth and range. God may
want to see you first be a beloved
child, then a trusted sibling, then a
devoted and caring spouse, even an
endearing grandparent. God may
want you to be a hardworking and

convivial worker in the six significant jobs you’ll hold across your lifetime and the
half-dozen more temporary jobs in between. God may want you to be a kind
neighbor, the one who always takes your neighbor’s empty trash cans in. God may
want you to be a forgiver of the family member addict who hurt you and a mentor
to the addicted. God may want you to run a small business that puts food on the
table not just for your family but for the families of ten others. God may just want
you to be a kindly prayer partner for the one only you are willing to befriend. Focus
is good. Sometimes though, range, breadth, capacity in many small things, and
willingness to do anything and everything asked is better.


